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CD-MAPPING DERIVED FROM ULTRASONIC TSI-GM
PROFILES

MIKAEL HALL

Abstract. Modern paper machine (PM) headboxes are equipped with narrow
spaced dilution controlled pipes to get flat dry basis weight across the whole
width. Basis weight is measured with a scanning sensor at the other end of the
PM (immediately before the pope). A defect in the dry basis weight profile is
corrected by changing the valve opening to a dilution control pipe in equivalent
position. Mapping errors occur if incorrect pipes are addressed. Because width
of the paper changes in a non-linear way due to edge shrinkage, paper flutter,
open draws, quality of furnish etc, mapping errors are quite common. The
objective of this investigation is to produce an improved mapping model to
avoid mapping errors.

1. Introduction

To produce paper with flat dry basis weight profiles across the web, a number
of control positions at the headbox is mapped onto the finished paper. Via this
cross-direction mapping, or CD-mapping, corrective actions may be taken if lo-
cal defects is detected at the end of the paper-making process. However due to
changes in the non-linear contraction of the paper-web, mapping errors frequently
occur. Adjusting the CD-mapping when such changes is suspected to occur, or is
suspected to have occurred, is crucial in order to avoid mapping errors and, ulti-
mately, to more efficiently produce paper of even higher quality. Mapping problems
tend to occur at the edges of the web and often results in amplifying variance by
increasing/decreasing fibre contents in a neighbor position. This mismatch is then
incrementally spread over a successively larger area. To find a remedy, so called
bumptests has been conducted at the Obbola linerboard PM. The actual mapping
at certain control positions are obtained and mapping algorithms can be tested. The
project was initiated (and the bumptest-procedures was designed) by H Kouppa,
SCA Packaging Research.

2. Bumptests

The headbox at the Obbola linerboard PM has 166 dilution controlled pipes,
which are adjusted to maintain even dry basis-weight across the width of the finished
paper. In this investigation, the settings of between seven and nine of these has
been altered. Four different papergrades has been bumptested and a relevant span
has been investigated. The weight basis profiles one by one do not show peaks
reliably, due to high variability. However, by looking at several filtered profiles
obvious peaks shows up. The change made for each grade is shown in Figure 1.

The bumptest procedure and the creation of profiles is summarized below:



Dilution pipe Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4
4 0 0 -6 0
8 0 +2 0 -5
9 -6 -6 -6 0
10 0 +2 0 0
20 0 +2 0 0
21 -6 -6 -6 -5
22 0 +2 0 0
36 0 +2 0 0
37 -6 -6 -6 -5
38 0 +2 0 0
82 -6 +2 0 0
83 0 -6 -6 -5
84 0 +2 0 0
128 0 +2 0 0
129 -6 -6 -6 -5
130 0 +2 0 0
144 0 +2 0 0
145 -6 -6 -6 -5
146 0 +2 0 0
156 0 +2 0 0
157 -6 -6 0 -5
158 0 +2 -6 0
162 0 0 -6 0

Section Grade1 Grade2 Grade3 Grade4
E-P4 - - 19 -
E-P9 11 8 7 8

P9-P21 6 6 6 5
P21-P37 3 4 4 4
P37-P83 2 2 2 1
P83-P129 4 3 2 2
P129-P145 2 1 1 2
P145-P157 4 - - 3
P145-P158 - 3 4 -
P158-P162 - - - -

P157-E 11 - - 10
P158-E - 9 8 -
Average 4 4 3 3

Figure 1. Dilution control pipe changes and the average shrink-
age for corresponding sections. The units are in percent and has
been rounded to nearest integer.

(1) Twenty minutes before the pope is cut,the normal dilution control is set at
manual mode. After the web has settled, extreme settings are achieved by
incrementally adjusting the dilution-pipes at certain positions, see figure.



Extreme setting means about 6 percent units under the previous setting.
Setting the immediate neighbors 2 higher, did not improve the result.

(2) Around forty CD samples are then taken from the pope. Each sample
are measured ultrasonically in order to obtain TSI-profiles, in the machine
direction (MD) and in the cross direction (CD). Ultrasonic waves are prop-
agated in various directions (about 24 pulses) and the square of the median
velocity gives the TSI-value of the sample at the specific CD position and
direction. The mean over all samples are then taken to be the final TSI-
profile in each direction. The profiles thus obtained describes the TSI values
every 10 cm.

(3) The samples are taped together using 75 millimeter wide tape and the
sample lengths are found by identifying the tapes, removing outlier lengths
(so that length variance between tapes is acceptable) and dividing with
the number of samples left. This is done with the Tapio equipment. The
length measurements by the Tapio is then calibrated to agree with manually
measured lengths on a few samples.

(4) The Tapio measures a number of things such as gloss and ash content every
8 mm. More specifically two different basis weights are measured. They
are both used to find the positions of the peaks. First the samples are
filtered by taking a centered moving mean over 4mm. The mean of over
the (40) samples are taken and exported to excel, where they are filtered
again using a centered moving average over 6 cm. The peaks positions are
then determined ”by eye” using the two basis weight measurement profiles,
basically by finding the centroid of the peak.

(5) Lastly hygroexpansivity profiles have been produced by letting sample rolls
(across the width of the web) rest in a room with 25 percent humidity
and then transfer it to a room with 95 percent humidity. The increase in
dimension then gives the profile, which in some way naturally is related to
shrinkage and TSI-profiles.

The bumptests, ultrasonic measuring and hyproexpansion profile creation are
quite labor intense procedures and since the trials are not always allowed, a large
amount of data is not obtainable. The bumptests and data cleaning has been made,
and deviced, by Hjalmar Kouppa and colleagues at the SCA packaging research and
at the Obbola plant.

2.1. Results. We will start by analyzing the peaks, or bumps, then the ultrasonic
profiles versus the measured hygroexpansion profiles.

From the peaks found, average shrinkage can be calculated for different sections,
by calculating the differences of the distance between the pipes and the distance
between the peaks, see Figure 1. As can might be seen, the order of the shrinkage
seems to be higher than, at least two. This was confirmed by fitting various models
to the bumptest data. The shape of the peaks, shows that one dilution control pipe
has effect over a 24 cm area in the finished paper, which is approximately 4 times
the distance between them. The peaks loose more than halve their height 12 cm
from the center. Also the weight gain is about 0.6 percent. This indicates that
dilution control pipes need not be installed closer than say 8 cm. Some peaks are
quite asymmetric or diffuse, but their location is determined within an estimated
error well under ±2 cm.



3. Elastic modulus, hygroexpansion and bumptest

The ultrasonic CD-profile values, which measures the elastic stiffness, Ecd , of the
paper in the cross-direction are sometimes supposed to be inversely proportional
to the degree of shrinkage at the corresponding positions. This hypothesis has
been tested in P H Viitaharju and K J Niskanen [2] and they report that this is
not generally the case, due to ”local disturbances in drying”. They obtain CD-
shrinkage profiles by analyzing wire marks and obtain very similar profiles as we
have obtained by actually measuring the hygroexpansitivity. They do not generally
see a correspondence between E−1

cd and CD-shrinkage. The relationship is different
on different sides from the middle, for instance.

We get good fit using 0.87E−1.3
cd and 1.9E−2

cd , against the hygroexpansitivity of
Grade 1 and Grade 4 respectively, for which hygroexpansion profiles was obtained.
In the same vain, the model KE−4

cd E−6
md was found to correlate best (but not good)

to the shrinkage obtained by the bumptests. The hygroexpansion profile is thus
not directly usable in modelling the non-linear mapping between dilution control
pipes and their position in the finished paper. Any use of KE−1

cd as a model for
CD-shrinkage seems to be theoretically shaky.

4. Shrinkage and mapping

TSI measures elastic stiffness of paper and intuitively shrinkage should increase
elasticity. If we think of paper-fibres as being elongated ellipses, then fibres shrink
mostly over the short axis, as the water-filled fibres are drained. This microscopic
shrinkage is sometimes believed to be transferred to the macroscopic shrinkage of
the whole web mainly through adhesion to other traversing fibers, which then is
compressed in the long axis direction. This is referred to as the Page-Tydeman
effect. The nature of these compressions was investigated by Nanko and Wu [6].
They applied silver powder on the wet web and analyzed shrinkage of the fiber under
both free and restrained drying. The shrinkage of the fibre was related to the free
segment of the fibre and the bounded segment, where the bounded segments are
segments crossing other fibers. During free drying both free and bounded segments
shrank although the the free segments shrank much less. When the drying was
restrained, shrinkage levels was lower. The free segments now even expanded.
They therefore conclude that the bounded areas produce the main shrinking force
via the Page-Tydeman effect but that ”free segments are passively compressed or
stretched in accordance with the behavior of the surrounding fibre segments”. We
may therefore regard shrinkage to be a force which is local in the drying paper and
which seeks to decrease all local areas in the paper. Together with the trivial fact
that the actual movement of areas is not without energy cost (friction etc), so that
each local area wants to stay where it is, the local shrinkage/movement behavior is
determined by the shrinkage/movement behavior of its neighborhood and all areas
of the web influence each other. The geometric mean of TSI-CD and TSI-MD
is used as the descriptor of shrinkage. It is known that the level of shrinkage in
paper is roughly (inversely) proportional to the TSI-GM level. In G Baum [1], it
is suggested that the ”effective stiffness”, defined as the radius of a circle having
the same area as the corresponding ultrasonic polar diagram, is a good measure
of CD-shrinkage. It is slightly larger than Egm = kTSI-GM,where k ' 1 and the
difference increase as Egm decrease.



A simple argument is now used to derive a shrinkage model from TSI-GM. If
the wet matter in some area has lower shrinkage power than its neighbors then its
matter will be attracted to (moved towards) its neighbors, unless they are free to
move. Assuming that the cost to move is uniformly distributed ( as well as the lo-
cal shrinkage force) across the web, the middle area of the web should be attracted
equally towards left-side areas as towards right-side areas. Hence shrinkage is con-
strained here, it is more or less shrinkage-passive. At the edges, areas will only be
attracted towards left (or right) and their shrinkage will be more unconstrained,
they are more shrinkage-active. The degree of shrinkage-activeness of some area can
be thought to decrease with increasing stiffness and following the analysis by Nanko
and Wu [6], passive compression of free fiber segments is replaced by stretching dur-
ing distribution of forces of tension. We will say that the shrinkage-cancellation of
area A relative area B is the degree of tension which A create in B, given the
relative shrinkage-cancellation of all other areas. Since it may be the bounded fiber
segments which drive the shrinkage somewhat independently of the tension, which
mainly affect free segments, we can understand shrinkage-cancellation of A relative
itself. Shrinkage will always create tension in connected areas, including itself. The
degree of restrain will determine how much.

The question is now how the distribution of tension can be modelled. As it
turns out there already exist a mathematical model which should fit the situation,
namely a hanging chain. This situation was solved in the seventeenth century
and the resulting mathematical form is called a catenary and is mathematically
described by the function y = cosh(x) = 1

2 (exp(x) + exp(−x)). This shape is
obtained when a chain is left to the influence of gravity except at the ends. The
gravitational force is distributed (or exchanged) between the links to produce as
low energy level as possible. By the above analysis we may assume that height
can replaced by the degree of shrinkage-activeness. Since shrinkage-cancellation by
definition is concerned with how at least some elasticity potential is distributed, one
could assume that TSI-GM may be the result of the relative shrinkage-cancellations
occurring in the drying paper. In this way the TSI-GM value, at a certain point
(small area), might contain the sum of relative shrinkage-cancellation over all other
points/areas. We assume that this is the case in our model. Furthermore we assume
that all other factors are evenly distributed across the web.

We thus fit the function gm(x) to TSI-GM (normalized to add up to 1) so that the
residuals ”line up horizontally”. gm(x) is given by gm(x) =

∑
p gauss(x, p, Ch(p)),

where p is over the positions at the ”headbox”, centered at the middle and where
Ch(p) = a(exp((1+b)sp)+exp(−(1−b)sp)), where s is a scaling of distance between
positions, b is a asymmetry parameter and a is a scaling of shrinkage-activeness.
See for an example Figure 2. Note that gauss(x,mean, stand) is meant to be the
value at x given by the normal, or gaussian, probability distribution function with
mean mean and standard deviation stand.

When Ch(x) is found, this expression is integrated and the resulting vector of
values are normalized so that the maximum value equals 1. The movement of the
middle position m is determined and then the parameters di. The resulting model
is M(x) = x−ki

∫ x

m
a(exp((1 + b)sx) + exp(−(1− b)sx))dx+di. Actually, we use a

smoothing function so that the unnatural discrete jump at the middle is smoothed.
The smoothing function goes to di, i = l, r, as x goes to ±∞, and is zero when
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Figure 2. From top/left to right/bottom: The TSI-GM profile
and the fitted function gm(x) =

∑
p gauss(x, p, Ch(p)), residuals,

the resulting chain (describing shrinkage activeness) and the pre-
dicted change of locations.

x = 0. The slope is for our needs sufficiently steep and do not affect the mapping
at the given positions.

We give a summary of the main components in the model:

• Shrinkage-activeness (or degree of free mode) is given by
Ch(x) = a(exp((1 + b)sx) + exp(−(1− b)sx).

• We assume that TSI-GM is built up from shrinkage-cancellations, so that
TSI-GM' gm, where gm(x) =

∑
p gauss(x, p, Ch(p)). The shrinkage-

cancellation of the small area around the point p relative the small area
around the point x is given by gauss(x, p, Ch(p)).

All parameters has been fitted by hand. Figure 3 shows the predicted change of
positions for the ”hanging chain” model, the model where E−1

cd −min(E−1
cd ) is used,

the quadric mapping model and the actual change measured by the bumptests. We
have fitted the models to give same values as the bumptest values at the middle and
at position two and seven (or eight). In this way we want to be able to determine
which ”curvature” is more correct. There is no big difference between the models
compared here, but integrating E−1

cd would yield a large linear component and
thus a linear mapping, which is not correct but may be somewhat sufficient if the
mapping is fitted in the least square sense. Removing the constant component in
Ch(x) yields to much non-linearity.
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Figure 3. From left to right: Hangin chain mapping, E−1
cd −

min(E−1
cd ) model and linear shrinkage model (producing a qua-

dratic mapping). The X-axis display dilution pipe number and
the Y -axis is the predicted (+) and measured (circles) change in
meter, given our way of calculating.



Model and measure Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4
Hanging chain, rs (0.0011) 0.0011 0.0009 0.0015 0.0008

E−1
cd −min(E−1

cd ), rs (0.0017) 0.0009 0.0010 0.0021 0.0027
x2, rs (0.0017) 0.0015 0.0014 0.0018 0.0022

Hanging chain, rs2 (0.0019) 0.0017 0.0016 0.0027 0.0015
E−1

cd −min(E−1
cd ), rs2 (0.0027) 0.0017 0.0017 0.0028 0.0047

x2, rs2 (0.0034) 0.0027 0.0027 0.0038 0.0042
Average rs for grade over model 0.0012 0.0011 0.0018 0.0019
Average rs2 for grade over model 0.0020 0.0020 0.0031 0.0035

Figure 4. The results. rs is Euclidian distance, divided the num-
ber of bumps, from the measured bump locations. Likewise, rs2
is normalized sum of absolute error. The average for each model
over grade is shown in paranthesis. The values is given in meters.

In Figure 4 we give the Euclidian distance between the vector of predicted and
the vector of measured position changes and the sum of absolute errors. Both
measures have been divided by the number of bumps in each grade. The results
show that the hanging chain model is better or as good as the others for all Grades
except for Grade 1 using Euclidian distance. The overall performance is quite good
for all models and they would give better results if they would to be fitted in the
least square sense.

Also note that actual movement behavior is not equal, nor qualitatively or quan-
titatively, at different sides of the middle. The magnitude is larger as well as the
difference between grades on the left side compared to the right side. This can de-
pend on many factors and suggest that the construction of individual PM’s might
give important clues to the parameters of the mapping. To investigate this grade
independent phenomena would be of big practical value.

5. Conclusions

We have performed bumptests to investigate the possibility to use ultrasonically
measured TSI-profiles,(kEij = TSIij , k ' 1) , as means to monitor and control the
non-linear mapping between dilution control pipes and their response locations in
the finished paper. Commonly used models use the inverse of Ecd to model this
mapping. This is is shown not be advisable for two reasons. Firstly transforma-
tions can be found to get strong correlation with the hygroexpansion profile and
the Ecd profile. The transformation needed varies in degree, so additional infor-
mation not included in Ecd is needed. Secondly no transformation is obtainable to
get correlation between the measured shrinkage (or contraction) results from the
bumptests and Ecd. This means that there that the connection between the elastic
properties in CD of paper, measured as hygroexpansion or Ecd, and the dilution
control mapping is not straight forward. Also peak shapes of the responses and the
effect of dilution changes has been discussed.

The results show that the proposed hanging chain model very well might be
correct within some restrictions. The connection between TSI profiles and shrinkage
is broken by the different behavior of the two different branches relative the middle.
Possible explanations is differences in such things as wet pressing and dryer section
conditions. There has been shown that in dryer section specifics affect the ”smile
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Figure 5. Different hanging chains given by Ch(x)/max(Ch(x)),
where Ch(x) = (exp((1− a)s(x− 43)) + exp(−(1 + a)s(x− 43)).

versus U” shape of the shrinkage profile, see Bjorklund, Fagerholm and Gardner
[3]. In Baum [1], wet pressing is found to increase TSI properties, which can be
the reason why the TSI profiles become lost relative shrinkage- wet pressing effects
replace shrinkage effects. To model this in directly in the model presented here
would require much more ”fibre theory” together with PM specifics than used in this
paper. Further investigations of the proposed model should be at least theoretically
interesting, even though a quadratic mapping might be good enough in practice.
Testing the model under laboratory conditions with no PM irregularities would be
a further direction.

There is reason to suspect that the curvature described by the hanging chain
is better than the other models regardless whether the exact relation between TSI
and shrinkage is explained and exploited or not. Figure 5 describe some different
chains.

Also, although the placement of the bumps at the most likely high curvature
regions is motivated, we would, in retrospect, want to test the model at the middle
areas too. Unfortunately, this is not possible to us, as no additional bumptests are
planned at the Obbola PM.
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